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QUALITY AND INNOVATION MADE IN ITALY

High products quality, advanced technologies, 
severe controls on every phase of workmanship 
and maximum attention for the environment 
make of STV SERRATURE a modern firm, always 
projected to the future. The conferment of 
important recognitions and quality certificates as 
ISO EN 9001:2008 testifies all the passion and 
the enthusiasm of all these years. The studies of 
the improvement of productive procedures and 
environmental guardianship are the symbols of a 
responsible industrial development, in social and 
environmental care. STV SERRATURE has gotten 
with pride the mark “infinitely recyclable”: this 
means that all the materials used are recyclable. 
Specific  know how which comes from  decennial 
experience, the usage of technical and human 
resources supported by important economic 
investment and the owners’ devotion, contribute 
every day to the growth of the value of an Italian 
firm that has known how to expand and affirm 
his success in all the world. Primary objective for 
STV SERRATURE is to offer to his customers the 
research and development of new solutions 
and new products. “Now the firm presents you 
the new lock “ATTRAZIONE” : essential, compact 
and precise in the mechanisms, even in the silent 
version with the metal bolt”.

MAGNETIC ATTRACTION FINISHING

Available upon request with metal bolt
coupled to the finish of the lock and the handle

Art. A5

Key hole

 DRIllED PANEl

Art. W7
Reversible striking with basin

Magnetic central bolt.

Closing lock with the block of the bolt 
leaving free the rotation of the handle.

Maximum silence in the handle and in the 
closing thanks to the compactness of the 
mechanism.

Ambidextrous closing:
eliminated the action of inversion of the bolt.

Front plate without protrusion:
the magnetic bolt retracted inside the 
case comes out only when drawing near 
the upright with consequent easier of the  
packaging, the movement and the transport.

High performance in a little space:

- reduced the times of the panels and the 
frames manufacture

- saving time on manufacture cycle 

- technical innovation

- aesthetic innovation

 Polished brass pl.

 Polished nickel pl.

 Mat brass pl.

 Mat chrome pl.

Bronze pl.
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Cylinder hole
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WC hole




